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Riddle Rangers 
The Truth about the Bible 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Imagine what it would be like to live in a world without truth. A world in which honesty and 

integrity are of no value, because there is no such thing. A world in which stealing is a matter of 
preference and cheating is a lifestyle choice. A world in which marital unfaithfulness was a given and 
betrayal in friendship was expected. It would be chaos. 

The reason there is good in the world is that there is truth. Truth is that which determines what is 
just and what is not. Truth is that which determines what is right and what is wrong. The reason there is 
truth in the world is that there is a God who is Himself truth (John 14:6-7). And that God has spoken the 
truth in a way that we can understand. As the Psalmist wrote, “Your word is a lamp for my feet, a light on 
my path.” 

God has not left us stumbling in the dark. He has given us the light of truth to lead us and guide 
us on our journeys. However, the light of God’s Word will be of no use to us if we are not letting it shine 
into every corner of our lives. 

We cannot experience that which is good if we do not accept that which is true. And we cannot 
accept that which is true if we do not go to the source. 
 
 
Casey Jordan 
GO! Contributor 
 

 
  

BIG IDEA: The Bible is God’s Word, so I can know it’s true. 

BIBLE BASIS: 2 Timothy 3:14-17; Psalm 119:160 

KEY VERSE: “Your word is a lamp for my feet, a light on my path.” 
Psalm 119:105 (NIV) 
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3 Ways to Capture Kids with Your Voice 
 
Has the continual droning of someone’s voice ever made you want to take a nap? A tediously dull and 
monotonous voice is as sure to put someone to sleep as eating a whole turkey while watching C-SPAN. 
On the other hand, a skilled communicator can grab the attention of an audience and cut through 
boredom with her voice like a sword wielding ninja! So, what do you want to be—C-SPAN or a ninja? (I’m 
going to assume you just karate chopped the air and yelled “ninja.”) That’s the spirit! Here are 3 ways you 
can begin to use your voice to grab kids’ attention: 

Pace: Simply put, pace is the speed or tempo of your delivery. Avoid using the same pace throughout the 
entire lesson. Variety creates interest. When you get to the climax of a story, illustrate the excitement by 
increasing your pace. When you’re talking about the incredible height, and width, and depth of God’s love 
for us, slow down and let each word float into the ears of the kids.  
 
Pitch: Pitch is the highness or lowness of a voice. When you fail to vary your pitch, you become 
monotone, which is the perfect recipe for boredom. Questions should typically end on a high note, but 
when you end a statement on a high note, it can create doubt in the listener’s mind. When you’re 
speaking with authority and certainty, try using the lower end of your voice.  
 
Volume: Volume is the degree of loudness in your voice. Be sure to always speak at a volume that can 
be heard by the kids. Higher volumes can communicate excitement or dominance while lower volumes 
can communicate intimacy and tenderness. To create excitement, let your voice crescendo as you work 
towards the pinnacle of a dramatic point or story. Conversely, trail off to a whisper when you really want 
to pull the kids close for a more tender moment. 
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To their friends and family, they’re known as Zack and Jada—two ordinary kids who love to do ordinary 
things. But when they put their heads together, they’re known as the “Riddle Rangers”—an extraordinary 
duo who travel the world, solving riddles and puzzles with the guidance of their friend and mentor, 
Professor Covington. Their most recent adventure has taken them deep into the jungles of Peru to a 
mysterious cave packed with cryptic writings. During the “Riddle Rangers” series, kids will become a part 
of this riddle-filled adventure—an adventure that ultimately leads to the greatest Truth the world has ever 
known. 
 

 

• During the “Riddle Rangers” series, Zack and Jada “call in” periodically through a video feed. 
(See Resource Folder for videos.) After loading the videos into your presentation software of 
choice, practice your timing on the start of the videos so that it feels spontaneous and natural 
during the lesson.  

• The “Riddle Rangers” will call in each week asking the kids to help them solve two riddles. Print 
out the appropriate riddles and make them available to the small group leaders during the large 
group lesson. Tell the leaders to keep the riddles out of sight until Zack and Jada send them in. 

o Note: there are separate, age-appropriate versions of each riddle for both younger and 
older kids. Although the versions are different, the answers are the same. Be sure to give 
each group the appropriate version of the riddle. 

• Give each small group leader enough pens or pencils for each kid in their group. 
• After the kids solve the riddle, the Large Group Leader will pretend to send the answer back to 

the Riddle Rangers using a laptop, smartphone, or tablet. Place the desired device in the 
teaching area. 

• Place a working flashlight in the teaching area where it can be accessed quickly.  
• Place a cross somewhere in the room. The bigger the better! (See the “Light Unto My Path” 

section of the Large Group lesson for more details.) 
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CG:  “Riddle Rangers” title graphic 
Sound:  Play upbeat music as kids move to large group area 
 
RIDDLE RANGERS INTRO 
Large Group Leader: Hello everybody and welcome to the beginning of a puzzling new series called 
“Riddle Rangers.” Are you any good at solving riddles and puzzles? (Kids respond.) Well, we’re going to 
find out soon because we have to solve some crazy riddles and puzzles in order to discover the truth 
about God. Over the next 4 weeks, we’ll be helping some kids called the “Riddle Rangers” crack some 
pretty tough codes! They’ll call in whenever they need our help, but in the meantime, let me get you 
started on a riddle of my own. (Read the following riddle to the kids.) 
 
CG:  show the “One Book, But Many” riddle graphic 
 

I am one Book, but also many. 
39 books from the men of old. 
27 books the new men told. 
3 languages these books did speak: 
Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek. 

 
What book do you think this riddle is talking about? (Call on a kid for the answer.) That’s right—it’s the 
Bible! (Hold up Bible.) The Bible is one big book about God’s love, (fan through the Bible) but it’s made up 
of 66 different smaller books. The Old Testament is the first part of the Bible. It has 39 books and tells the 
story of God’s people before Jesus was born. The New Testament is the second part of the Bible. It has 
27 books and tells the story of Jesus and the early days of God’s Church. Originally, the Bible was written 
in one of three different languages: Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek. But since then, it’s been translated into 
almost 3,000 languages—including English! Today, we’re going to discover why the Bible is the greatest 
book ever written. 
 
RIDDLE RANGERS: RIDDLE #1 
VDO:  Play “Riddle Rangers Video #1” 
 
(Leaders Note: The following is the video script for the “Riddle Rangers” video.) 
 
Zack: Riddle Rangers to base—requesting help. I repeat—the Riddle Rangers are in need of your help. 
Let me explain. My name is Zack and I’m here with my friend Jada. Together we’re known as the “Riddle 
Rangers.” We’re a team of kid adventurers who travel to every corner of the earth in search of the world’s 
most puzzling mysteries. A lot of times we can solve them ourselves, but this one has us stumped. We 
need your help! 
 
You see—last week our friend and mentor, Professor Covington, got a tip that some tribesmen from the 
jungles of Peru had found some mysterious writings in a cave. Peru is in South America, thousands of 
miles away, but that didn’t stop us. The next morning Jada and I hopped on a plane and made the long 
journey. After two days of traveling, we finally met up with the tribesmen who had found the cave. They 
agreed to take us deep into the jungle where they found the cave, but when it was within site, they 
refused to go any farther. They explained through our translator that something was different about this 
cave. And whatever that “something” was, it was clearly freaking them out. So, we thanked the tribesmen 
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and entered the cave on our own. When we finally got our torches lit, we could see what the tribesmen 
had been so excited about. This cave is covered in mystery! There are strange riddles carved into almost 
every inch of this place. More than that, though, it just feels like—I don’t know how to say it—like the cave 
is trying to tell us something. I know—that sounds weird—but there’s something really special about this 
cave.  
 
This is where you come in. If this cave has a message for us, we’re going to need your help figuring out 
what it is. We’re sending you a copy of the riddle with some instructions right now. When you get it, see if 
you can make sense of it. Upload the answer back to us as soon as you solve it. I’ve got a feeling that 
whatever message these riddles are holding must be pretty amazing! Okay, the riddle should be arriving 
right now. I’ll talk to you later. This is Zack, signing off. 
 

Instruct the kids to turn to their small groups. Have the leaders give each kid a copy of 
Riddle #1 (See SG Resource Folder) along with a pen or pencil. Remind kids to refrain 
from shouting the answer out so that other kids can solve it on their own. When it 
appears like most of the kids have solved the riddle, draw their attention back to the 
teaching area and ask for the answer. Note: there are separate, age-appropriate 
versions of each riddle for both younger and older kids. Although the versions are 
different, the answers are the same.  

 
You got it! I’ll upload the answer to the Riddle Rangers right now (pretend to be typing answer onto laptop 
or tablet.) It’s pointing us toward 2 Timothy 3:16. (Turn in Bible and read.) It says, “God has breathed life 
into all Scripture. It is useful for teaching us what is true. It is useful for correcting our mistakes. It is useful 
for making our lives whole again. It is useful for training us to do what is right.”  
 
RIDDLE RANGERS: RIDDLE #2 
VDO:  PLAY “Riddle Rangers Video #2” 
 
Jada: Attention—this is Jada of the “Riddle Rangers” transmitting from the cave in Peru. That’s it—you 
got it! The riddle was trying to tell us about Scripture—that’s another word for the Bible. 2nd Timothy says 
that God “breathed life” into the Bible. I remember the Professor telling us all about that. It means that 
God inspired people to write all of the words in the Bible. Although the Bible was written down by about 
40 different people, God gave all of those people the words to say. And best of all, God’s Word is meant 
to teach us the truth. It trains us to do what’s right. And when we mess up, it helps us fix our mistakes. 
Basically, when we trust and follow God’s Word, it helps us to live the best life ever! 
 
I think we’re on to something, but there has to be more to it. In fact, I know there’s more—there’s still a 
ton of riddles in this cave that need to be solved. We better be careful, though. Something really freaky 
just happened when you sent your answer in. The whole cave made this—I don’t know—like, groaning 
noise. The ground shook a little bit too. Maybe it’s just a coincidence, but I’m wondering if the cave is 
somehow responding to the answers. I just hope this place doesn’t come crashing down on our heads. 
Oh well—there’s only one way to find out. We have another riddle ready to go. I’m sending a copy of it to 
you right now. We’ll be in touch as soon as you solve it. Thanks! You guys are the best! Jada out.  
 

Instruct the kids to turn again to their small groups. Have the leaders give each kid a copy 
of Riddle #2. (See SG Resource Folder.) When it appears like most of the kids have 
solved the riddle, draw their attention back to the teaching area and ask them for the 
answer. 
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Nice work! (Pretend to be typing answer onto laptop or tablet.) It says, “All God’s words are true. They last 
forever.” It’s about the Bible again! I don’t think these riddles are random at all—they seem to be pointing 
us toward something, but I wonder what it is.  
 
RIDDLE RANGERS: CONCLUSION  
VDO:  PLAY “Riddle Rangers Video #3” 
 
Zack: Riddle Rangers to base. This is Zack transmitting. That was incredible—you solved another riddle. 
“All God’s words are true. They last forever.” I think I recognize those words. I’m running a crosscheck in 
the Bible to see if there’s a hit. (Keyboard clicks and beep sfx.) There it is! It’s from Psalm 119:160. Not 
only is the Bible God-breathed, it’s totally true too! And His words last forever—they never change. That 
means we can trust what the Bible says and follow it every day. (Earthquake sfx.) 
 
Whoa! Hold on—it’s happening again. The tremors are back, but they’re stronger this time! Jada—send 
them the video feed. Are you guys seeing this? One of the walls in the cave is crumbling. There’s 
something written behind the rock, but I can only see part of it. I can’t tell what it says. Maybe if we keep 
solving the other riddles, the rest of the message will be revealed. Man!—this cave is filled with some 
pretty amazing mysteries. And this is only the beginning! There’s tons more in here. I can’t wait to find out 
what it all means! Make sure you come back next week. We’ll definitely need your help again. And bring 
your friends. Maybe they can help, too. Unit then—this is the Riddle Rangers—over and out! 
 
CG:   “Big Bible Story Questions” graphic 
 
BIG BIBLE STORY QUESTIONS 

At the end of the Riddle Rangers video, have the kids turn briefly to their small groups 
and discuss the following questions: How does reading or learning about the Bible 
impact your life? What kind of questions do you have about the Bible? After a few 
minutes, draw their attention back to the teaching area. You may want to ask the kids for 
some of their answers. 
 

CG:  “Riddle Rangers” title graphic 
 
A LIGHT UNTO OUR PATH 
(Hold up Bible.) Isn’t the Bible amazing?! It’s unlike any other book ever written. It’s God’s Word through 
people and to people. That means that God used people to write the words of the Bible down, but the 
words are straight from God himself—so we know they’re true. And even though the 66 books of the Bible 
were written by about 40 different people over a period of 1,500 to 1,600 years, when you put all the 
books together, it forms one complete story about God’s unending love for His people! But here’s one of 
the greatest things about the Bible—it shows us the best way to live our lives. That’s what our Bible verse 
for today tells us. Take a look. (Encourage kids to open their Bibles to Psalm 119:105. Be prepared to 
give younger kids more time and assistance in finding the verse. When ready, choose a kid to read it 
aloud or read it aloud yourself while the kids follow along.)  
 
CG:  “Your word is a lamp for my feet, a light on my path.” Psalm 119:105 (NIV) 
Lights: Turn OFF lights in room so that it’s dark 
 
(Turn on flashlight. Use it to carefully navigate your way through the kids.) In a world that is dark with sin, 
the Bible shines a light on the best path to follow. When we have God’s Word in our heart, it can help 
keep us from falling into temptation (shine light on kid, step over or around him) or tripping over sin (shine 
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light on another kid, step over or around her). The Bible shows us how to surround ourselves with people 
(shine flashlight on different kids) who love God and help us to follow Him. But best of all, the Bible shows 
us to the one true light, (shine light on cross, kneel down next to it) Jesus—the Light of the World! The 
Bible tells us that God loves us so much that He sent His Son, Jesus, to die so that our sins could be 
washed away. More than that, God’s Word shines a light on how we can have a relationship with Jesus 
that lasts forever. No other book in the world has such an amazing message, written by such an amazing 
God! (Continue shining the flashlight on the cross as you close the group time by praying in whatever way 
the Holy Spirit prompts you. Take this time to also offer next steps to kids before moving into worship.)  
 
Lights: Turn ON lights in room 
 

Following prayer and the last worship song, dismiss kids quietly into small groups. Ask 
kids to stay quiet and keep an attitude of worship as they move into small group. 
Encourage small group leaders to continue in prayer and offer a time for next steps. 

 
CG:  “Riddle Rangers” title graphic 
 
 
 
 
 

 


